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SF424 instructions

‘Form’
Refers to the fact that all of the listed documents are 
attached to the same form in the grants submission 
program (ie CAYUSE) 
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F32- Fellowship Supplement Form
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• Include sufficient information needed for evaluation of 
the project, independent of any other document (eg. 
Previous application)

• Be specific
• Be informative
• Avoid redundancies
• Should be well-formulated and presented in sufficient 

detail that it can be evaluated for both its research 
training potential and scientific merit

• It is important that it be developed in collaboration with 
your sponsor, but it should be written by you
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For Resubmission
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For Resubmission
Research Experience, Goals, Activities



F32 – Fellowship Applicant 
Section
 6 pages

a. Doctoral dissertation and research experience
b. Training goals and objectives
c. Activities planned under the award
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F32 – Fellowship Application 
Section
 6 pages

a. Doctoral dissertation and research experience
b. Training goals and objectives
c. Activities planned under the award
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There are some excellent examples of all three in BOX



Background and Goals for Fellowship 
Training –
Doctoral Dissertation and Research Experience

 Summarize your research experience in chronological 
order.

 If you have no research experience, list other scientific 
experience. 

 Do not list academic courses. 
 In summarizing your research experience, include the 

areas studied and conclusions drawn. 
 Specify which areas of research were part of your thesis 

or dissertation and which, if any, were part of a previous 
postdoctoral project.
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11Example – courtesy of Carpenter

A. Doctoral Dissertation and Research Experience

Undergraduate honors dissertation and relevant research experience: My research experience 
began as an undergraduate student in Dr. Kenneth Shull’s lab in the department of Biology at 
Appalachian State University. As a sophomore, I worked under Dr. Shull for one year to 
examine female mating behaviors in Drosophila melanogaster. In contrast to what we 
predicted, I was able to show that females preferred mating with vestigial male mutants that 
are deficient in wing formation. My work contributed to a graduate student’s dissertation work, 
and helped discover a new mating behavior adapted by vestigial males to increase their sexual 
advantage. Through this sophomore research experience, I gained independence in the lab 
and fell in love with bench science in the process. This led me to pursue a more intensive 
research project in the lab of Dr. Melany Fisk at Appalachian State University for my senior 
honors dissertation. In Dr. Melany Fisk’s lab, I worked from my junior year until graduation 
developing and testing a progressive dilution approach to quickly and thoroughly characterize 
fungal community composition. This approach allowed us to examine the biotic complexities 
that underlie responses of forest ecosystems to environmental changes. My research 
experience in Dr. Fisk’s lab not only improved my molecular skills, but it also taught me how to 
design, perform, and interpret experiments as a critically thinking scientist. From this 
experience, I established my technical and conceptual foundations as a researcher and 
discovered that I wanted to pursue a career in science research. 

Labeled by time period, specifies undergraduate
Includes the areas studied and conclusions drawn
Tells a story
Indicates what was learned and how it moved him forward
If there were publications or awards, mention these here



12Example – courtesy of Fairley

Tell a story.
Include what you learned (emphasize trainability)
Include how the experience moved you to the next step
Include field of research and conclusions



Background and Goals for Fellowship 
Training –
Training Goals and Objectives

 Describe your overall training goals for the duration of 
the fellowship

 Explain how the proposed fellowship will enable the 
attainment of these goals. 

 Identify the skills, theories, conceptual approaches, etc. 
to be learned or enhanced during the award. 

 As applicable, discuss how the proposed research will 
facilitate your transition to the next career stage.
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14Example – Courtesy of J. Fairley



15Example – Courtesy of D. Hansen



NRSA F32 – The mentored 
training experience will provide:

16http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-16-307.html

Research – techniques/methods, design, analysis, conceptualization, 
trouble shooting 

Presenting and publishing as first author

Interact with scientific community

Other skills needed for independence (eg managing a lab, personnel, 
mentoring, teaching, etc)

Enhanced understanding of health-related sciences and the relationship 
of research to health and disease

http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-16-307.html


Many Examples of
Training Goals and Objectives

Independent investigator 
Describe your niche
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Research – design, methods, analysis, conceptualization, techniques

Presenting and publishing as first author

Interact with scientific community

Other skills needed for independence (eg managing a lab, personnel, 
mentoring, teaching, etc)

Enhanced understanding of health-related sciences and the relationship 
of research to health and disease



Background and Goals for Fellowship 
Training –
Activities Planned Under this Award

 Describe, by year, the activities (research, coursework, 
etc.) you will be involved in during the proposed award 
and estimate the percentage of time to be devoted to 
each activity, based on a normal working day for a full-
time fellow as defined by the sponsoring institution; the 
percentage should total 100 for each year. 

 The activities planned under this award should be 
individually tailored and well integrated with your 
research project. 

18SF424 Forms E



Background and Goals for Fellowship 
Training –
Activities Planned Under this Award

 Describe the skills and techniques that you intend to 
learn as well as any planned, non-research activities 
(e.g. those relating to professional development and 
clinical activities) during the award period. 

 Provide a timeline detailing the proposed research 
training and related activities for the entire duration of 
the program

19SF424 Forms E



20Example – Courtesy of D. Hansen

Research
Closely related career building activities
Receive feedback
Meetings discuss more than data – design, progress, future, career plans
Meet 2x year with mentoring committee 
Scientific guidance, insights into career planning
Publication and grant submission strategies



21Example – Courtesy of D. Hansen

Manuscript preparation, publication
Grant writing
Individual development plan
Experimental design
Preliminary data collection



22Example – Courtesy of D. Hansen

All planned activities should end up in a timeline table
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Instructions indicate that you should provide the 
amount of time in each activity

So a hybrid of these two tables would work

Example – Courtesy of Fairley
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F32- Outlining the training plan
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Promising Applicant
What you have done so 

far

Productive, Independent 
Researcher
Your niche

Gap/Need Training Goal Training 
Activity

Sponsor/Advisor 
support

Value

The 
Training



F32- Outlining the training plan
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Promising Applicant
What you have done so 

far

Productive, Independent 
Researcher
Your niche

Gap/Need Training Goal Training 
Activity

Sponsor/Advisor 
support

Value

Technique New way of 
addressing 
question

Learn technique Hands on
Workshop
Webinar

Provide expertise
Send to workshop

Analysis Deeper 
understanding

Learn analysis Meet with Head of 
stats core

Monthly meeting

Critical Thinking

Collaboration

First Author

Health relevance

The 
Training
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F32
Training Plan tips

• What does it mean to you to be an independent 
investigator?

• What is your niche? 

• Does your training plan (what you are going to learn) get 
you closer to being an independent investigator?

• For every goal, is it clear what you are going to do, or 
who you are going to work with, to achieve that goal?
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F32
Training Plan tips

• Tell a story – Move from where you have been, to where 
you want to be, describe how you are going to get there

• Outline/table to ensure everything is covered

• Useful for you and your sponsor

• You can cover activities to reach a goal as you describe the 
goal

• Planned Activities section needs to include a timeline 
(across years) and percentage of time

• Look at the examples
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